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Supplementary Table 1. Comparison of current tools for CNA/CNV prediction with NGS data.

Name FREEC CNV-seq SegSeq RDXplorer

Refs. (Xie and
Tammi, 2009)

(Chiang et al.,
2009)

(Yoon et al.,
2009)

Compatibility

Paired-ends/Mate-pairs + - - +

Input format SAM, bowtie,
eland, BED,
arachne, psl,
SOAP

 BLAT psl,
SOLiD

arachne BAM

Genomes Any Any Any Human

Strategy

Fixed length moving
window + statistical
approach

+ + - +

Automatic evaluation of
window size

+ + +* -

GC-content normalization + - - +

Normalization with a
control dataset

+ + + -

Refinement of breakpoint
boundaries

- - + -

Minimal number of reads Any Any Any High (>1.2x)

Segmentation of profiles + - + +

Automatic annotation of
gain/loss regions

+ - - +

Copy Number prediction** + - - +***

Output

CNA coordinates in one
file

+  - - +

Graphical output +**** + - -

Programming language C/C++ Perl/R Matlab Java/R

Computational efficiency

Memory usage Low Low Low >2GB of
RAM

Running time*****  45 s w/
control
sample
105 s w/o
control

422 s  250 s N/A



*Window size is selected separately for each region according to the number of reads in this region
in the control sample.
**Assignment of copy number changes to gain or loss.
***Only for diploid genomes.
****It is possible to visualize resulted copy number profiles and CNAs with a script R
(makeGraph.R) included in the package.
*****Preprocessed HCC1143 data from (Chiang et al., 2009) on a 8-core 64-bit Linux machine.

Supplementary Table 2. Summary statistics for four test datasets.

Dataset COLO-829BL* COLO-829* NCI-H2171 HCC1143

Reference Pleasance et
al., 2010

Pleasance et
al., 2010

Campbell et
al., 2008

Chiang et al.,
2009

Type of cell line normal melanoma small-cell lung
cancer

breast
adenocarcinoma

Type of sequencing Illumina mate
pairs

Illumina mate
pairs

Illumina paired
ends

Illumina 1G
GA single ends

Mapping tool bowtie bowtie Maq** N/A**

Reference genome NCBI Build 36 NCBI Build 36 NCBI Build 36 NCBI Build 36

Mapping parameters  --best  --best N/A** Unique***

Number of mapped
pairs (reads)

22,457,643 22,409,019 21,029,853 15,038,736

Total pairs (reads) 25,905,537 26,639,190 36,248,617 44,762,968

Duplicate reads Omitted Omitted Not omitted Not omitted

Number of reads used
for CNA calling****

19,230,449 17,445,903 19,244,215 14,486,295

Read length 50bp 50bp 29bp,36bp 36bp

Fragment length ~2-4kb ~2-4kb ~400bp -
* We used only two lanes of one sequencing run.

** Mapped by the authors of the published dataset.

*** A sequence read was considered uniquely mapped to the reference genome if its second
best alignment had 2 or more additional mismatches when compared to its best alignment.

**** Only reads mapped on chromosomes 1-22, X and Y. For mate-pair and paired-end reads
FREEC keeps only the pairs which map into the same chromosome with correct orientation.



Supplementary Table 3. FREEC predictions for normal diploid genomes (COLO-829BL
and NA18507). Chromosomes X and Y were not included in the analysis. For the NA18507
dataset, we used a set of 716 gains validated by Alkan et al., 2009. This resulted in a true
positive rate of 91.7%, false positive rate of 2.85% and false discovery rate of 50.6%.

COLO-829BL NA18507 Validated CNAs
for NA18507*

Overlap** for
NA18507

Losses 16,600,000bp 539,968bp N/A N/A

Gains 27,000,000bp 155,910,537bp 84,159,414bp 77,217,383bp

Total 43,600,000bp
(1.52% of the
genome)

156,450,505bp
(5.5% of the
genome)

N/A N/A

*By Alkan et al., 2009.

** Overlap between FREEC predictions and CNAs validated by Alkan et al., 2009 for the
sample NA18507 (Bentley et al., 2008).

Supplementary Table 4. Comparison of CNA predictions for HCC1143 data from (Chiang
et al., 2009). All programs were used with their default parameters. Chromosomes X and Y
were not included into the analysis.

Name FREEC w/o
control

FREEC w/
control

CNV-seq SegSeq

Length of predicted CNAs
(proportion of the genome)

Total 60% 62% 27% 86%

Losses 22% 18% 17% 47%

Gains 38% 44% 10% 39%



Supplementary Figure 1. FREEC predictions of CNAs in the normal cell line COLO-
829BL. Red: gains; blue: losses. Since there is only one copy of each sex chromosome, there
are annotated as losses.



Supplementary Figure 2. FREEC predictions of CNAs in the cancer cell line COLO-829
without control sample. Red: gains; blue: losses.



Supplementary Figure 3. FREEC predictions of CNAs in the cancer cell line NCI-H2171
without control sample. Red: gains; blue: losses.



Supplementary Figure 4. FREEC predictions of CNAs in HCC1143, without control
sample. Red: gains; blue: losses.



Supplementary Figure 5. Visualization of FREEC’s output: real medians vs predicted
values. First 9 chromosomes of COLO-829 are shown. Black lines indicate predicted regions
of gain and loss. Red lines show median values of normalized read count between potential
breakpoints. The difference between the red and black levels can be used to get insight about
sub-clone presence in the cell population.



Supplementary Figure 6. Distribution of read count (RC) in tumor cells vs normal cells.
Each point represents the number of sequence reads aligned to a 50-kb window (also called
RC) for a control cell line vs tumor cell line. A,B - COLO-829 cell line; C,D - HCC1143 cell
line. Red and yellow dots represent a fit for tumor genome ploidy. Red – near-triploid genome
(A and C), yellow – near-tetraploid genome (B and D). Red points provide better fit to RC
density than yellow dots, suggesting near-triploidy of COLO-829 and HCC1143.



Supplementary Figure 7. Example of selection of breakpoint number for chromosome
10 of COLO-829. We rank the set of all potential breakpoints preselected by the LASSO-
based algorithm. Then, for each optimal subset of i breakpoints (X axis), we calculate
Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) between a piecewise constant smoothed profile and the true
values of the NRCs in each window. We then plot the normalized RSS (Y axis, top panel) for
each number i of breakpoints (a decreasing function) and calculate the slope of this function
(Y axis, bottom panel). When the slope drops below the provided cutoff (e.g., -0.001), we
stop and use the set of breakpoints included up to the cutoff point.



Supplementary Figure 8. Prediction of CNAs in HCC1143 for various methods: (A) FREEC
w/o a control sample, (B) FREEC with a control sample, (C) CNV-seq and (D) SegSeq. All
programs were run with their default parameters. Red: gains; blue: losses. Black lines indicate
segmentation in the predicted regions of gain and loss.



Supplementary Figure 9. FREEC predictions of CNAs in HCC1143, with control sample.
Red: gains; blue: losses.



Supplementary Figure 10. Overlap in predictions of FREEC for HCC1143, with and without
control sample (percentage of the genome is shown). Blue: CNAs predicted with control
sample, orange: CNAs predicted using GC-content.



Supplementary Figure 11. FREEC predictions of CNAs for the normal diploid genome
NA18507 (Alkan et al., 2009). Red: gains; blue: losses. One can observe the high level of
false positive gains (red) in pericentromeric and peritelomeric regions. Discarding such
regions (1Mb from sequence gaps) divides by two the total length of regions with false
positives gains (Suppl. Table 3). Note that we do not make so many false positive calls in
pericentromeric and peritelomeric regions in datasets aligned with Bowtie instead of mrFAST
( C O L O - 8 2 9 ,  C O L O - 8 2 9 B L ,  S u p p l .  F i g .  1  a n d  2 ) .
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Supplementary Figure 12. Trimmed average read-count in 1% increments of GC content for
various window sizes for mate-pair reads of COLO-829BL.



Datasets

To test FREEC we used mate-pair datasets for melanoma cell line COLO-829 and matched
normal cell line COLO-829BL (Pleasance et al., 2010), a paired-end dataset for small-cell
lung cancer cell line NCI-H2171 (Campbell et al., 2008) and a single-end dataset for breast
cancer cell line HCC1143 (Chiang et al., 2009). For the COLO-829 cell line we used only two
lanes of a 2kb/4kb-insert size mate pair library.

All four samples were sequenced using the Illumina Genome Analyzer platform. The number
of reads in samples varied from 14 to 20 million (Supplementary Table 2).

Reads from COLO-829, COLO-829BL and NCI-H2171 data were aligned to the reference
genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009). For HCC1143, we used the already aligned
data in the arachne format. These were translated to BLAT psl (manually) and BAM (BEDTools
by (Quinlan and Hall, 2010)) to run CNV-seq and RDXplorer, respectively.   

We validated FREEC on sequencing data for cell lines only. Nevertheless, it is also possible
to use FREEC on datasets for primary tumors, which can contain contamination by a normal
tissue. We implemented a method to estimate the proportion of cells from normal tissue and
then correct for such contamination (see Correction of contamination by normal tissue
below).

Alignment strategy

The fact of using only uniquely mapped reads can lead to false predictions of copy number
losses when a control dataset is unavailable. This becomes crucial when the window size is
small (about the same size as a repeated region). We would recommend choosing the “random
match” option (e.g., available in Maq) or use an aligner that solves this issue (e.g., Bowtie)
when working with short window sizes and without control samples. Otherwise, in case of
uniquely mapped reads, one should better use a reference genome with masked repeated
regions.

In our case, we used Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) to align COLO-829 data (see
Supplementary Table 2). With the option “--best” that we used, bowtie outputs one best
alignment per read or mate-pair. If there are two absolutely identical alignments, it will output
one of them. So, the output can contain multiple hits (one per read). Reads from NCI-H2171
and HCC1143 were already aligned by (Campbell et al., 2008) and (Chiang et al., 2009) using
Maq or an in-house alignment strategy.

Sample ploidy

FREEC uses information on tumor genome ploidy to assign a copy number to regions of gain
and loss. However, this information is not always available or, if provided, may be imprecise.
We give here several examples showing how to use FREEC in clear as well as more
ambiguous cases.



COLO-829’s karyotype “can be regarded as pseudo-tetraploid with losses. It shows clear
signs of endoreduplication, several abnormal chromosomes being present in two copies”
(http://www.path.cam.ac.uk/~pawefish/OtherCellLineDescriptions/COLO829.html).
However, the total consensus number of chromosomes for COLO-829 is 69, meaning 1.5
times greater than in a normal genome. Thus, in our analysis, we consider COLO-829 to be
near-triploid. In the scatter plot for this cell line (COLO-829 vs COLO-829-BL), we observe
three major copy numbers with approximate ratio 2:3:4 (and not 3:4:5, nor 2:4:6) (Suppl. Fig.
6A-B). These also suggests that these major copies numbers correspond to 2, 3 and 4 copies.
For this cell line, we considered chromosomes and chromosomal regions present in two or
less copies as losses and chromosomes or regions with four or more copies as gains.

NCI-H2171 is a hypodiploid cell line
(http://www.path.cam.ac.uk/~pawefish/LungCellLineDescriptions/NCI-H2171.html). In our
analysis we consider it to be diploid.

HCC1143 is a rather heterogeneous hypo-tetraploid cell line with 74-82 chromosomes, and is
significantly rearranged
(http://www.path.cam.ac.uk/~pawefish/BreastCellLineDescriptions/HCC1143.html). In the
scatter plot for this cell line (HCC1143 vs HCC1143-BL), we observe three major copy
numbers with approximate ratio 2:3:4 (and not 3:4:5, nor 2:4:6) (Suppl. Fig. 6C-D),
suggesting near-triploidy of the genome as in COLO-829 case.

Supplementary methods

Selection of window size. If a window size is not provided by the user, it can be calculated
using information about total read count (T) and desired value of coefficient of variation (CV)
for read count distribution per window. Coefficient of variation is defined as the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean. Let all reads be uniformly distributed along the genome of
size L, and let W be the window size. Then, there are L/W windows and each of them contains
on average T/(L/W) = T·W/L reads. If reads are distributed uniformly along the genome, then
the read count per window follows a Poisson distribution with parameter . In this

case , and  . We suggest a CV from 0.05 to 0.1.

Though by default FREEC uses non-overlapping windows, it is possible to use overlapping
sliding windows. At the cost of increasing the running time of the program, this can improve
the accuracy of breakpoint positions.

Normalization using GC-content. To normalize read count (RC) data using GC-content, we
need to find the dependence function. If there were not any large gains and losses in the
genome (this situation is shown in Fig. 1A of the main article), the problem could be easily
solved by calculating the median value of RC for each percent of GC-content (Yoon et al.,
2009). However, in the case of cancer genomes, the median value will be shifted up or down
if there are considerably more gains than losses, or vice versa. This is why we developed the
following procedure to find the GC-content normalization function.

First, we make several assumptions:



(i) the sample ploidy P is provided;

(ii) the observed RC in P-copy regions (i.e., regions with copy number equal to P) can be
modeled as a polynomial of GC-content;

(iii) the observed RC in a region with altered copy number is linearly proportional to
the RC in P-copy regions.

Concerning these assumptions: (i) If ploidy is not known, we suggest running FREEC several
times with each possible value of ploidy and then compare the results. If ploidy is guessed
correctly, the algorithm will converge faster and the final residual standard error will be small.
(ii) Any smooth function can be locally approximated by a polynomial. However, in the
analyzed datasets we observed that the polynomial fit approximates well the observed
dependency of RC on GC-content in the whole range of GC-content values. For some datasets
a quadratic polynomial is sufficient (COLO-829 and HCC1143 cell lines), while for others
fitting by cubic polynomials provided better results (NCI-H2171 cell line). We decided to
make three the default degree of the polynomial. If necessary, the degree can be changed by
the user. (iii) In the analyzed datasets the observed RC in a region with altered copy number
was almost proportional to the RC in P-copy regions. For example, in regions with a loss of
one copy out of two, one should observe around half of the expected number of reads per
window, given the GC-content. This is essentially true, but sometimes one observes a small
shift, which is probably due to the presence of sub-clones in the cell population (see Fig. 1B
from the main article).

To find a best fit by cubic polynomial, shown in black in Figure 1A-D, we first make an
initialization of the polynomial's parameters. We take the median value of RC for GC-content
in a window around 35%, 40%, 45%, 50% and 55% and draw a polynomial f(x) which will fit
these 5 points with the least squared error. Then, we optimize polynomial’s parameters by
iteratively selecting data points related to P-copy regions and making a least-squares fit on
them. Namely, we (1) attribute a copy number  to each data point ( gi, RCi) (where gi is GC-

content in window i and RCi is read count in window i): .

Then, only for data points with , we (2) find the best least-squares fit by cubic
polynomial (by performing linear regression). This tends to shift the polynomial towards
points of greatest density. Then we repeat steps (1) and (2) until the polynomial’s parameters
converge. In our experience, number of iterations has never exceeded 100 (with minimal
values of 10 for COLO-829BL sample).

To normalize RC, we perform the following transformation: normalized read count (NRC) in
window i is given by . After this transformation, P-ploidy regions will have NRC

around 1; regions with a loss of P/2 copies will have NRC values around 0.5, etc.

We note that we do not consider RC on chromosomes X and Y when we calculate the
polynomial’s parameters.

Normalization using a control profile. If a control profile is available we perform a least-
squares fit by polynomial with zero intercept (RC in the sample data set vs RC in the control



dataset). The degree of the polynomial can be chosen by the user. Usually, one assumes a
linear dependency between RC in the sample and control datasets. However, in some cases
(Suppl. Fig. 6A and C) the dependency is obviously non-linear. Thus, we suggest using a fit
by a cubic polynomial as in the case of GC-content-based normalization.

This procedure is little different from the normalization using GC-content. The main
difference is that the polynomial argument is RC in the control sample and not the GC-content
and that the polynomial’s intercept is equal to zero. The formula for normalization of read
counts in window i is , where control_RCi is the read count in window i

in the control dataset.

Using a mappability track. When running FREEC without a control sample, the user can also
take into account mappability information (see the parameter “minMappabilityPerWindow”).
By default, mappability is calculated as the fraction of non-N nucleotides per window in the
reference genome. However, it is possible to replace these values by the fraction of uniquely
mappable positions per window. For this purpose, we provide mappability tracks for 35bp,
5 0 b p  a n d  7 6 b p  c r e a t e d  b y  t h e  t o o l b o x  G E M
(http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/gemlibrary). GEM is simple to run and can be easily
used to generate tracks for other read lengths.

A mappability track can be submitted to FREEC using the parameter “gemMappabilityFile”.
Then, the track can be used in two ways: 1) the user can define a mappability threshold for a
window to be selected by using the new parameter “minMappabilityPerWindow”. Only
windows with mappability higher than this threshold will be considered further. If a
mappability track is not provided, then FREEC uses the fraction of non-N letters per window
instead; 2) there is a new option “uniqueMatch”; when it is set as TRUE, FREEC models the
observed read count as , where  is the expected read
count given the observed GC-content in window i and  is mappability in window i, i.e.,
the fraction of uniquely mappable positions in this window. This also leads to a reformulation
of the normalized value for the read count in window i: .

Segmentation. Segmentation is done by a LASSO-based algorithm suggested by (Harchaoui
and Lévy-Leduc, 2008). Each chromosome is segmented independently. The maximum
number of breakpoints kMaxm for each chromosome m cannot exceed 20% of corresponding
number of windows . In the case of a one-window outlier,

the algorithm will probably output it if it occurs far (>2Mb) from telomere/centromere
boundaries, so it is up to the user to keep it or not for further analysis.

In our implementation of the segmentation algorithm, there is only one user defined
parameter: minimal slope of residual sum of squares (“breakPointThreshold” in FREEC
configuration file). Its recommended value is between -0.005 and -0.0001. To automatically
select the final set of breakpoints, we perform dynamic programming on the set of kMaxm

breakpoints preselected by the LASSO-based algorithm to find optimal sets of breakpoints of
size i (i = 1,…, kMaxm). Each optimal subset of i breakpoints minimizes the Residual Sum of
Squares (RSS) between a piecewise constant smoothed profile (with the given i breakpoints)



and the true values of the NRCs in each window. We then plot the normalized RSS for each
number i of breakpoints (a decreasing function) and calculate the slope of this function
(Suppl. Fig. 7). When the slope drops below the provided cutoff (e.g., -0.001), we stop and
use the set of breakpoints included up to the cutoff point.

Analysis of segmented profiles. FREEC assigns absolute copy number to each predicted CNA.
In brief, the assigned copy number is equal to the NRCi calculated in the previous step,
multiplied by ploidy and rounded to the nearest integer. We add an exception for regions
bordering centromeres or telomeres. We assign values to them based on the copy number in
large (≥2Mb) neighboring regions.

Correction of contamination by normal tissue. We implemented a method to estimate the
amount of contamination by normal tissue, and then correct for such contamination. The
method uses the following formula to evaluate the proportion of contamination p, and then
correct copy number profiles:

(1)

where NRCi is the normalized read count in window i, Ei is the expected ratio in window i and
p is the proportion of normal cell contamination in the cell population. In a window with copy
number equal to ploidy, Ei is 1 and NRC (contaminated or not) should be also close to 1.

We use predicted values of Ei and observed NRCi (in windows with moderate Ei : 0< Ei <2, Ei

≠1) to evaluate p: . We then recalculate NRCi ( ) and run

again the segmentation and analysis of the segmented profile.

In the case of a cell line, we do not have normal tissue contamination. However, we can have
several sub-clones. In this case, we assume that one of the sub-clones accounts for the
majority of cells (>50%). We then predict copy number changes only for this dominant sub-
clone. Nevertheless, it is possible to visualize the real situation (shift from the dominant
profile) using output file “_ratio.txt” and visually verify the results of predictions (Suppl.
Figure 5). To facilitate visualization, we included an R script (makeGraph.R) in the FREEC
package (http://bioinfo-out.curie.fr/projects/freec/tutorial.html#VISUAL).

Testing FREEC, CNV-seq,  SegSeq and RDXplorer on the HCC1143 dataset

We tested FREEC, CNV-seq (Xie and Tammi, 2009) and  SegSeq (Chiang et al., 2009) on a
single end dataset for the HCC1143 cell line provided by Chiang et al. (2009). RDXplorer
(Yoon et al., 2009), though close to FREEC from an algorithmic point of view, was developed
to search for small copy number variations in normal human genomes in high depth of
coverage (>1.2x) datasets. It was therefore not suitable for the analysis of CNAs in the low
coverage dataset for polyploid cell line HCC1143. Neither CNV-seq nor SegSeq are able to
analyze data without a control sample. Hence, we tested FREEC in two conditions: with and
without control sample data.



A summary of characteristics of the four tools in given in Suppl. Table 1. Lengths of the
detected CNAs are given in Suppl. Table 4. All tools were used with their default parameters.
The automatically identified window size for the sliding-window approach was 56,898bp and
58,820bp for FREEC and CNV-seq, respectively.

FREEC was slightly more sensitive when using the control dataset rather than GC-content. In
both conditions (with or without control sample), FREEC’s predictions of regions of gain and
loss are more pertinent than those of CNV-seq and SegSeq (Suppl. Fig. 8), compared with
SNP Array Based Copy Number Analysis for HCC1143 http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/genetics/CGP/cghviewer/CghViewer.cgi?action=DisplayChromosome&chr=1&id=6363.
We show it clearly in the following paragraphs where we describe the results produced by
each algorithm.

CNV-seq uses a sliding window approach and does not perform segmentation. For each
window it calculates a p-value, and if 4 (user-defined parameter) consecutive windows have a
low p-value, CNV-seq outputs a copy number change. Due to natural variability in RCs, some
windows in a CNA region will have values of RC close to “normal” (see, for example, Suppl.
Fig. 8, panel for CNV-seq: the large loss region shown in blue (~100Mb) and the right-hand
side gain region shown in red (~250Mb) contain some normal “green” values). Thus, instead
of calling the whole CNA region, CNV-seq will call only sub-regions with locally low or high
RCs. This illustrates the advantages of the segmentation approach implemented in SegSeq and
FREEC. With default p-value threshold of 0.001, for HCC1143 CNV-seq identified as CNAs
27% of the genome (Suppl. Table 4). As one can see (Suppl. Fig. 8), many CNAs are missed
by CNV-seq because of a rather high p-value threshold.

SegSeq automatically performs segmentation. It does not use fixed-size windows. For each
genomic region it calculates a window size given the local number of reads in the control
sample. The result of the segmentation is usually very accurate, but sometimes, in cases of
highly rearranged and heterogeneous cancer, CNAs boundaries can be incorrectly identified
(Suppl. Fig. 8, right-hand side boundaries of the first two large gains shown in red, ~22Mb
and ~50Mb). After segmentation, SegSeq assigns p-values to each segment. However, for
example, in case of even small sample contamination, it is possible that large “normal”
segments will have a median copy number ratio slightly different to 1. In this case the low p-
value will indicate a “false” copy number change. Based on p-values, for HCC1143 SegSeq
identifies CNAs in 86% of the genome (with p-value ≤ 2.33e-07).

Unlike CNV-seq and SegSeq, FREEC assigns copy numbers to predicted alterations. The
resulting profiles for HCC1143 are shown in Suppl. Figs. 4 and 9.

Since we ran FREEC under two conditions (with and without a control dataset) we could see
how the fact of using control set influences the results. In both cases, FREEC called CNAs in
almost identical regions, accounting for 62% and 60% of the genome, respectively (Suppl.
Table 4). Overlap between the identified regions equaled in total 53% of the genome (Suppl.
Fig. 10). As expected, the root mean squared error was larger for the GC-content-based
normalization (0.17) than for the control-based normalization (0.13).

Accuracy of predictions and error rate



We have not included any method for evaluation of false positive and false negative rates in
the current version of FREEC. The reason is that an underlying model for error rate
calculation would depend on the sub-clone fraction in cell population, whose estimation is out
of our scope.

However, we can provide an estimation of the false positive rate in the case of a normal
diploid genome, where one should not observe many copy number changes.

We used two “normal” datasets: COLO-829BL (Pleasance et al., 2010) (aligned with Bowtie,
19,230,449 mapped reads, window size of 50Kb) and NA18507 (Bentley et al., 2008)
(aligned with mrFast by (Alkan et al., 2009), 556,713,986 mapped reads, window size 1kb).
For the latter we used precalculated non-normalized raw read counts in non-overlapping
windows (1-Kb of “mappable” positions). A 1Kb window contained 1000 non-N characters,
so the nominal window length was usually longer than 1Kb. For NA18507, we used the
masked version of hg17 provided by (Alkan et al., 2009).

We ran FREEC with its default parameters and calculated the proportion of the genome with
predicted gains and losses (Suppl. Table 3). Below we consider only copy number changes
predicted for autosomes. Since in the case of COLO-829BL we did not have any information
about validated genomic deletions and duplications, we regarded all predictions of CNAs for
this genome as false. For the NA18507 dataset, we used a set of 716 gains validated by Alkan
et al., 2009.

For COLO-829BL, predicted gains and losses accounted for 1.52% of the genome (Suppl.
Table 3 and Suppl. Fig. 1). However, among them, 1/3 fall in “ambiguous” regions within
1Mb of centromeres and telomeres (17.1%) or represent one window outliers (20.2%).
Considering the latter, these can be filtered out using the option “minCNAlength” in FREEC.
If we discard both types of “ambiguous” regions, we obtain a false positive rate for the
method of less than 1% of the genome.

For the NA18507 dataset, FREEC predicted CNAs in 5.5% of the genome (Suppl. Table 3
and Suppl. Fig. 11). Among predicted gains, 77,217,383bp overlap with gain regions
validated by Alkan et al., 2009. This results in a true positive rate of 91.7% (calculated only
for gains), overall false positive rate of 2.85% and overall false discovery rate of 50.6%.

In conclusion, the error rate depends on many factors including alignment strategy, total read
count, window size and even quality of genome assembly. Also, one should not probably
consider CNAs that are predicted close to telomeres and centromeres.

Relationship between GC-content and read count.

There are at least two types of biases GC-content can introduce. One is due to sequencing and
the other to the alignment procedure. Sequencing bias is discussed in depth by  (Dohm et al.,
2008). The authors say that “in the context of their work [they] could not detect a general
sequence bias for the immediate vicinity of read start positions, indicating that the
fragmentation step is essentially random. […] Another reason for biases towards GC-rich
sequences could be the different melting behaviour of double-stranded DNA. […] PCR
enrichment step might introduce bias as well. However, described PCR-introduced biases



have opposite effects, i.e. sub-optimal amplification of GC-rich templates.” See also (Mutter
and Boynton, 1995; Suzuki and Giovannoni, 1996).

The second bias is indirectly introduced when one uses only uniquely mapped reads. The
reason for this is that repeated regions are usually AT-rich, whilst GC-rich regions are more
likely to be unique. Thus, keeping only uniquely mapped reads is likely to introduce a bias
towards GC-rich sequences.

As one can see (Figure 1 of the main article), different protocols result in different patterns of
GC-content bias. We can only speculate that this is due to different library preparation
procedures. More biological experiments should be done to help to explain our observations.

What we are able to check is how the RC~GC-content dependency function changes when we
select different window sizes. We used 61,410,531 uniquely aligned mate-pairs for COLO-
829BL sample (read length 50bp). Duplicate pairs were excluded from the analysis. We used
window lengths equal to 50bp, 100bp, 1000bp, 10kb, 50kb and 100kb. Then, for non-
overlapping windows of a given length, we calculated the trimmed average read-count in 1%
increments of GC content (Suppl. Fig. 12). This shows that for a given experiment, the
dependency function shape can vary, so the maximum read count is reached with different
GC-content for different window sizes, though the general trend is conserved between
different window sizes.

Parameters

All user-defined parameters are listed in the FREEC tutorial: http://bioinfo-
out.curie.fr/projects/freec/tutorial.html
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